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By Numbers Introduction to Watercolour  

 

 Warning! Not suitable for children under 36 months, danger of suffocation if small parts are swallowed, risk of injury by sharp-edged and 
pointed items. Retain address and instructions for future reference! 

 

Instructions 

In edition to your pack contents you will need a jar of clean water and some kitchen roll. 

 

STEP 1 - Practice 

Before commencing your finished pieces, it is advisable to have a go with your watercolours on 

a practice sheet.  

- Firstly it is important to understand how watercolour works.   

- Strength of a colour is determined by how much water is added. 

- Pale tone - mostly water, little paint.  

- Strong colour - less water, more paint. 

Try mixing the ratios of paint to water and see the different strengths of colour you can achieve. 

If you’re feeling confident now, try a ‘fade to nothing’. Paint a very pale wash and while it is still 

slightly damp, remove most, but not all of the water with a piece of kitchen roll. Now clean your 

brush and run it along the very edge of your pale wash, so that you create a soft edge and 

effectively fading the wash to nothing.  

With these newly developed skills, you are now ready to begin your paintings. 

 

 TIPS -   

 • It is harder to lighten a colour than it is to make a pale colour deeper. 

 • Watercolour does not use white to lighten colours. To create white, the  

   paper is simply left unpainted. 

 • Always mix more paint than you need to cover the area you are painting.  

   Re mixing exactly the same colour and shade is difficult.   

 • Remove any surplus paint by drying your brush and putting the tip into  

   the puddle of paint. 

  

STEP 2 - Painting your picture 

• Choose which of the two pre-printed boards to begin with, and place it  

   in front of you on a flat, even surface. You will also need the numbered  

   version and the colour illustration from the pack  close to hand.  

• You will see numbers in the various sections of the picture. These indicate which     

   watercolours you will need.  

• Where there is a fraction, this means that two colours have to be mixed together to  

   achieve the colour. A fraction indicates an equal mix of the two colours. 

• Refer to the finished illustration on the packaging for colour matching.  

• You will see on your numbered sheet that some sections are numbered as being red,   

   for example, but are actually a pale pink, whereas other sections, also numbered as   

   red, are much stronger. 

• In watercolour, the artist always paints the lightest version of the colour first,   

   progressing to the next lightest and finally the darkest   

• Neatly paint every part of the painting where this palest colour is visible, being careful   

   not to use too strong a tone.  

• When these first areas have dried properly, look for the next darkest sections of that   

   colour, mix a slightly stronger version of the same colour, check it against the finished  

   painting and repeat the exercise.  

• Only when all the sections of the colour are completed can you change to a new colour. 

 

Do this with every colour, followed by the fractioned colours, until all the areas are filled in.  

 

STEP 3 – Finishing 

Once every area has dried thoroughly, add finishing touches and surface details by studying the 

finished painting on the packaging.  


